
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

 

I am X and I am 27 years old. I belong to a middle-class family. My father’s name is Mr. X, he is an 

accountant by profession. My mother’s name is Mrs. X, she is into the business of grocery shop and she 

is also a post-office agent. My brother’s name is X, he is studying Hotel management and he is in the 

final semester. My wife’s name is X and she is working as the Manager in an international firm.  

Since, my childhood I was keen in learning cooking and I was very interested to see my mom cooking 

meals for us. Also, I used to watch different chefs in television and that made me thrilled to pursue my 

career as a chef. The happiness to gain and wear that chef coat, is what motivates me to push myself 

everyday. 

I did my 12 years of schooling from the semi-government school in my hometown, including my primary 

and secondary education. The schooling was completed in the year 2011 . After, that I moved to 

Hyderabad for my Hotel management from one of the premier institutes in INDIA i.e. I.H.M Hyderabad. I 

completed my hotel management in the year 2017. 

In the work front, I went on to work with some of the best hotels company in the world. My first 

company was HYATT HOTELS CORPORATION, I worked in HYATT, in India as my first place to work. My 

tenure was from June 2015 until July 2016. Then, I saw a big jump on my career as, I got the chance to 

work in restaurant by the name X which is owned by one of the celebrated chefs of the hotel industry 

i.e. Mori. This restaurant is located inside the hotel named X, which is the part of SBE hospitality and 

now it comes under the renowned R Group. I worked there for above three years from Jan 2017 until 

April 2020. I got the Real meaning of working as a CHEF from that place and I also learnt about Japanese 

food from Chef itself. 

As, I am Hotel Management Graduate and I am working as a professional chef from last six years. My 

move of doing further studies is relevant, because it will help me shape my career in a better way and 

also I will get to learn more about the new techniques of culinary world. This move can also help  me to 

get the recognition in my country. We have huge demand of the graduates, who studied in abroad. 

After completing my Hotel management, I wanted to pursue my higher education because I always  

believed that the education is the most important aspect for the development of an Individual both 

personally and professionally. But, I started working as soon as I passed out of the college. So, I never 

really got the chance to go and study further until now. But now I am going to fulfill my dream of 

studying further and there is no better place I can get other than Lambton college, Sarnia, Ontario.  

The reason behind getting into the Post-Graduate in CANADIAN CULINARY OPERATIONS is that this will 

give me the platform to learn with International  Students with the similar interest. I will also get to 

know about their cultures and also the food habits which they are having from their country. This 

opportunity will also help me to make good connections which can help to get any knowledge about any 



country in future. This will also help me to learn about how the culinary operations are taking place in 

developed countries like CANADA. 

The simple reason to choose Lambton COLLEGE is because it provides the platform to interact with 

globally renowned faculty and a diverse student community which helps to develop interpersonal skills 

and comfort on a global scale. It also opens up for networking extensively with the vast alumni network 

and learning through seminars from global leaders in the respective fields. Lambton College encourages 

the students to go beyond the four walls of the classroom and gain industry experience which helps in 

building hands-on proficiency.  To be a part of this prestigious college would be a dream come true for 

any budding professional like me. 

Since my childhood, I used to hear that Canada have one of the best infrastructure for the education in 

any field given. The success rate of students in their career is very high, when you complete your 

education from any college in CANADA. This place also have a rich history of Education, by having some 

of the colleges which is relatively older. Even I heard that all the top educators and professional are 

present in Canada. It is also number one country in terms of quality of life. So, I have numerous reasons 

to go and pursue my higher education from Canada. 

After graduation, I will come back to my country first because I am a believer of “ BRAIN GAIN “. I want to 

use all the learning for the development of my country. Also, India is a huge market to explore and lot of 

MNCs are eyeing towards India. So, I will come back and join those companies as a CHEF or a 

CONSULTANT CHEF. When I will think or got to know that, now I have an ample experience that time I 

will start my own Business. But, overall the perspective is to help and give hands for the development of 

my native country i.e. India. 

 


